The Genocide of Goddess Societies
“From Nature to Matriarchy to Patriarchy”

Introduction
About the Author Bret C. Sheppard
Nature based Zoomorphism and the stars
Discussion about ancient astrology and animal symbols related to both fertility and the
stars.
Base belief systems in paleolithic times
Introduction into proto-belief systems regarding artistic records in cave paintings and relief
sculptures.
Heirophany of the divine in nature
When the Earth spoke one nature based language
Explores the first Earth languages around the Black sea and around the world
Arrata and Danube Cultures
Exploring pre-Sumerian and Pre-Phoenician Cultures
Perception of the mother, divine feminine
Ancient perceptions of tribal motherhood in a matrilinear society.
The story of the Goddess Mammu, Inanna
Analysis of the first Goddess figures and their meanings.
Matralinear tribal equality
Influence of Priestesses and Goddesses in ancient cultures north of the Black Sea.
The fictionalization of Shammurāmat AKA Ashtaroth (Asherah),
Semiramis,Queen of the Assyrian Empire between 811 and 808 BCE
A look at one of the most influential women of the Assyrian Empire.
The Assyrian God King list and The Ancestral Cuneiform spirits of Solomon
Discussion on the perversion of Assyrian History by their descendants
800 BC The year the Goddess became a God
A brief look into anti-Goddess propaganda for the patriarchs and god kings
The brotherhood of the snake

AKA

An all male secret society and precursor to the pagan Jewish Goddess worship of
Asherah, AKA Ashtaroth, and Kebyl.
The invention of the Gods
A brief look at the idealization of the God Kings and the gods that represented them.
Numerology in ritual invention
Discussion of the ritual importance placed on the trinity, the power of nine, and the
significance of twelve.
Allegorical history of the Black Sea cultures
Allegories associated with the deluge and other real events that were either catastrophic
or Culture changing events.
The birth of the Underworld and Capadocia
The imprisonment of the Goddess related to seasonal changes.
Greek Androgyny of contemporary Gods and Goddesses

